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�. Enable recording (Method �): Turn on the machine, 
click the recording card in the center of the screen to 
start recording; or use the [OK button] at the bottom of 
the screen to start recording. 
�. Select the recording mode: Click the icon in the 
upper right corner of the Recording Card to enter the 
Recording Mode selection page. 
�. Save recording: select [Pause] in the recording 
interface - [Finish] button to save.

User guide
How to use the recording function  
I. Enable/Save recordingt
�. Enable recording (Method �): Turn on the machine 
with bright screen, press the red [Recording Key] at the 
bottom of the screen to quickly enter the recording 
function, and click it again to save in the bright screen. 

II. Recording modes
�. Smart mode: Applicable to most scenarios.
�. Conference mode: Suitable for multi-person and 
multi-directional speaking conferences and forums. 
�. Speech mode: Applicable for multi-person lectures or 
press conferences within �� meters.
�. Interview mode: Applicable for one-on-one interviews 
or conversations within three people within � meter. 

III. Recording quality
Sampling rate: ��KHz
Code rate: ���kbps 

IV. Recording length 
The maximum length of a single recording is up to � 
hours and �� minutes.
*The above data are all from laboratory tests, and the 
actual data are subject to the use data of users. 

V. Recording formates
wav: Lossless compression format file.

II. Recording re-transcription
�. Real-time transcription results are synchronized and 
saved after the recording is saved. 
�. In case of transcription failure, select [My Files] - 
select the corresponding file to enter [Player] - click 
[Start Transcription] button for re-transcription.
�. In case of incomplete transcription, select [My Files] - 
select the corresponding file to enter [Player] - click 
[More] button in the upper right and then [Transcribe] 
for re-transcription. 
�. Battery Saver will turn off transcription in recording, 
extend the use time, and go to the player for 
transcription after the recording is finished.

III. Whether to support external recording import 
for transcription
External recording import for transcription is not supported.

How to export files to computer
I. Export files using a computer
�. Keep the recorder on.
�. Connect the recorder to the computer via USB to 
export files (For Mac computers, the Android File 
Transfer tool needs to be installed, download the 
plug-in at: 
https://dl.google.com/dl/androidjumper/mtp/
current/AndroidFileTransfer.dmg).
�. Unlock the recorder and select [Export files] in the 
request access pop-up. 
�. View under the [Record_File] folder of the computer 
drive. 
�. Copy the required files to export the files to the 
computer.

How to manage recorder files
I. Edit files
�. Single file operation: Select [My files] and slide the 
target file left for the following operations: Rename the 
file (only supported in Chinese system language), delete 
the file. 

�. Batch/single file management: Click [My Files] and 
click the [Select] button in the upper right corner to 
perform the following operations: multi-select/sin-
gle-select target files to perform batch/single deletion 
operations on files. 

II. Playing recording files
�. After the recording file is saved, enter [My Files] to 
view it, and the files are displayed in the order of the 
creation time of the recording. 
�. Click the target file to enter the playback page.

How to use the transcription function   
I. Real-time transcription preview 
�. When the recording is activated, the recording 
interface starts real-time transcription preview, and the 
real-time transcription result can be saved.
�.Locking of screen or switching of screens does not 
interrupt the live transcription. 
�. When Battery Saver is turned on, there is no real-time 
transcription preview to reduce power consumption, 
and the complete transcription result can be obtained 
in the file details after the recording is finished.

How to update offline language packages?
I. Connect to computer via USB
�. Connect the recorder to the computer via USB and 
select [Update and Upgrade] in the recorder request 
access pop-up window.
�. Access the upgrade disk of the recorder in your 
computer (For Mac computers, the Android File Transfer 
tool needs to be installed, download the plug-in at : 
https://dl.google.com/dl/androidjumper/mtp/current/
AndroidFileTransfer.dmg)

II. Download offline language pack 
�. Open the [System and Offline Language Pack Update] 
link in the upgrade disk of the recorder on the 
computer, enter the update website, and download the 
corresponding offline language pack. 

�. Copy the downloaded offline language pack to the 
upgrade disk of the recorder.

III. Upgrade the system
�. After copying the system version package, pull out 
the USB and upgrade at [Settings] - [System Update] . 

Disclaimer
The user understands and agrees that iFLYTEK shall not 
be responsible for any interruption of the service and 
the developer's losses in the event of any of the 
followings:
�. force majeure situations
�. hacker attacks, computer virus intrusions or attacks
�. computer systems that have been damaged, 
paralysed or are not functioning properly 
�. technical adjustments in the telecommunications 
sector
�. temporary closure due to government control 
�. others not caused by the fault of iFLYTEK
�. It is the joint responsibility of iFLYTEK and users to 
maintain the security and proper use of the software. 
iFLYTEK will take reasonable and prudent technical 
measures necessary to protect the security of users' 
terminal information and data in accordance with 
industry standards. However, users need to acknowl-
edge and agree that iFLYTEK cannot provide any 
warranty in this regard
�. iFLYTEK audits the user's recordings in accordance 
with this agreement or other service agreements and 
standards in the Software. The audit does not 
guarantee whether the recording itself or other content 
in it violates laws and regulations or infringes the rights 

Cautions
�. The operating system only supports official upgrades, 
please refer to the latest features. Users are responsible 
for any security risks and losses caused by brushing the 
unofficial system themselves (possible risks include: 
information theft, automatic SMS sending, location, 
etc.)
�. There is risk of explosion if the product is replaced 
with the wrong type of battery
�. Please ensure that waste batteries are disposed of in 
accordance with the relevant laws and regulations
�. The recorder is an offline product, the recordings and 
transcribed texts recorded by the user during use are 
stored in the hardware device by default, and the user is 
responsible for managing them. iFLYTEK will not collect 
or process any personal information of users stored in 
the device

Waste Recycling Tips
In order to better protect our planet, when the user no 
longer uses the product or when the service life of the 
product ends, please comply with the relevant national 
laws and regulations on the recycling of waste 
electronic products and hand them over to local 
manufacturers with national certified recycling 
qualifications for recycling.

Safety Information
Before using and operating this device, read the 
following precautions to ensure an optimal device 
performance and avoid dangerous use or unauthorized 
operations.
· When charging, an adapter should be plugged into a 
socket nearby and easily accessible. Use approved 
power adapters and chargers.
·  Keep this device and its accessories that may 
contain small components out of the reach of children. 
Otherwise, children may damage this device and its 
accessories by mistake, or swallow the small 
components, which may cause choking.
·  Avoid using the device in dusty, damp, or dirty 
environments, or near sources of magnetic 
interference.
·  Keep the battery away from fire, excessive heat, and 
direct sunlight. Do not place it on or in heating devices. 
Do not disassemble, modify, throw, or squeeze it. Do 
not insert foreign objects into it, submerge it in liquids, 
or expose it to external force or pressure, as this may 
cause it to leak, overheat, catch fire, or even explode.
·  Do not attempt to replace the battery yourself — you 
may damage the battery, which could cause 
overheating, fire, and injuries.
·  Avoid disassembling or modifying your device and 
its accessories. Unauthorized disassembly and 
modifications may result in voiding the factory 
warranty. 

How to upgrade the system version
I. Connect the computer through USB
�. Connect the recorder to the computer through USB, and 
select "Upgrade" . 
�.Access the upgrade disk of the recorder in your computer 
(For Mac computers, the Android File Transfer tool needs to 
be installed, download the plug-in at : 
https://dl.google.com/dl/androidjumper/mtp/current/
AndroidFileTransfer.dmg)

II. Download system update pack
�. Open the [System and Offline Language Pack Update] link 
in the upgrade disk of the recorder on the computer, enter 
the System & Offline Language Pack Update website and 
download the latest system version. 
�. Copy the downloaded system version pack to the upgrade 
disk of the recorder. 

III. Update the offline language package
�. Upon completion of copying offline language 
packages, unplug the USB and enter [Settings] - 
[General Settings] - [Manage Language Package] - enter 
[Update Language Package] interface for update. 

of third parties. If the user's recording itself or other 
content in it violates laws and regulations or infringes 
the rights of third parties, the user shall be solely 
responsible for all liability and be fully compensated for 
any damage caused to iFLYTEK as a result 
�. The software may use third-party software or 
technology (including the open source code and public 
domain code that may be used by the software, the 
same below), and such use has been legally 
authorized.If the software uses software or technology 
from a third party, iFLYTEK will display the relevant 
agreements and documents, which may be attached to 
this Agreement, packaged in specific folders of this 
software installation package, etc., in accordance with 
relevant regulations or agreements.They may be 
displayed in the form of "Software License Agreement", 
"License Agreement", "Open Source License" or 
otherwise.The above-mentioned agreements and 
documents presented in various forms shall form an 
integral part of this agreement and have the same legal 
effect as this agreement. Users shall comply with these 
requirements. Otherwise, the third party or state organs 
may file a lawsuit, impose a fine or take other sanctions 
against the user to make him or her bear the legal 
liability independently. If necessary, iFLYTEK should 
provide assistance. 
��. Recorder service policy, subject to official channels
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